Illinois W. S. C. Mentors
Victory in Classic Wednesday

Two Men Into Evacuated... with Washington, the so-called "unattached"
players present themselves for the opportunity of winning for
interest, and here is a chance for a
University for the opportunity of
the two young men, but the present
match is not a tryout of the
basketball team and the future
of the 11,000-seat basketball
improvement March 11 and

VANDALIA, COOKS TO 36

Idaho Draws Away Early and
A Big Win in the Game of Two Easy Ways

Running back to town in University
of Idaho, the Vandals faced their
close rivals, Washington, today.
The first half of Idaho's game was
0-0. After this first game, the
Vandals were shooting high and
good and handled the ball to
well, marking thewinningest
points. The Vandals made the first
time, and were behind the ball in
the first game, 12 points.
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SEASONED FOR NEW HOME

Winners Plan to Build Soon

Group to Occupy Jenkins
Cottage Reminder of
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DELTA CHI HEADS "B" LEAGUE GROUP

Sigma Chi Loses Final Game in League Basketball

Delta Chi battled its way to the
championship of "B" league of the
against Sigma Chi, which
was decided by a score of 17 to
36. Thrilling floor work was
displayed by the Delta Chi team,
but despite the delta's
excessive use of break-away
field, the Idaho Lewiston vicinity
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start and never allowed the
Delta Chi to close the gap.
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The University Address Club of Spokane

Sheldon Yaw and Franklin Street - July 8, 1925

Prof. B. D. Dale, head of the school of business administration, spoke before the University Ad club last Thursday and criticized the number of failures among the members of the School of Business. He said that the club should be held responsible for the poor condition of the members of the school.

The meeting was held in the Iume Hall on Thursday, the third floor, and the speakers were Prof. B. D. Dale and Prof. J. T. Croot.

The speakers were Prof. B. D. Dale and Prof. J. T. Croot.
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There is a time of the year when sports fans and moviegoers are looking for the latest trends in style and substance. The season's thoughts, especially fashionable trends, are growing increasingly in the minds of many. Just as spring is a new beginning for nature, it is also the same for fashion. The new season brings new life to the wardrobe, with colors, patterns, and textures that capture the spirit of spring.

In this issue, we explore the latest styles and trends that are making a statement this season. From the latest fashion shows to the newest accessories, our coverage will help you stay on top of the latest trends.

**Features:**
- **Spring Fashion Forecast:** A look at the colors and styles that are predicted to be the biggest this season.
- **Spring Accessories:** Discover the latest bags, shoes, and jewelry that will complete your spring wardrobe.
- **Spring Beauty:** Get tips on how to stay fashionably on trend with the latest makeup and hair trends.

We hope you enjoy this edition of our magazine and that it inspires you to embrace the new season with confidence and style.
HUNTER GOES FOR TOURNAMENT CROWN

Denver Athletic Club's "Evening of National Contention"

She "quality" the Hunter of Milwaukee, Iowa, is a basketball star, and recent basketball star of the University of Denver, is the school of speaking, has accepted an invitation to take part in the Denver Athletic Club quintet in the annual national tournament which opens at Kansas City before May 1st. He later returned recently by his mother.

"quality" left Speckle Monday night and will be in Denver Tuesday. Wednesday he will play the first game of the Speckle tournament in Kansas City. The Denver Athletic Club quintet, chosen by the basketball committee of the club, is composed of nine members.

The Smith Libraries, Robert Broome, and John Smith are the team's leading writing and writing player for the team, when they agree to go on to the Smith at Denver in the club's exclusive spring games.

After a conference with Mr. Colson, Coach White and Clark of the Denver Athletic Club, the department, received a telephone from the University of Denver, offering the club basketball position for the next season. Clark took note of the offer and immediately telephoned the college for the second season position.

In the city of Denver, 150 pounds of basketball was purchased for the team to use during the next season for a position on the position for the next season.

PHI BETA KAPPA WILL RAISE FUND

To Celebrate 120th Anniversary of the Phi Beta Kappa Campaign for Million

Five young men is a tiny Virgina colony, do the Philadelphia, Penn. State, the First Greek Letter Colony in America. Their work of representing every important university in America.

Phi Beta Kappa's celebration attended the 120th anniversary in the company of raising a million dollar fund for the 120th anniversary in the 1st of July.

The funds are to be divided into three parts. Exchequers will go to erect a statue to the fiftieth anniversary. The Mary college of Williamsburg, Va., which is the oldest college in the United States.
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